INTRODUCTION

In the mid-thirteenth century, Jacobus de Voragine narrated the tale of Saint George and the Dragon in his *Golden Legend*. The opening lines ran as follows:

One day [George] came to Silena, a city in the province of Libya. Close by this city was a vast lake, as big as an inland sea, where a pestilential dragon had its lair. The people had often risen in arms against it, but the dragon always put them to flight and would venture right up to the city walls and asphyxiate everyone with its noxious breath. So the citizens were compelled to feed it two sheep every day in order to allay its fury, otherwise it would make straight for the walls and poison the air, causing a great many deaths.¹

In time, the dragon began to require human sacrifices, and when Silena’s elders refused to supply their share – a virgin princess – they turned to George and the Christian God to support their resistance. And indeed, once the city was baptised, George slew the dragon and ended the sordid affair.²

In the decades and centuries after De Voragine’s version of the tale, town governments in the Netherlands used the metaphor of the dragon to express the danger of corrupted air as a cause of disease in general processions. Statues of George and the Dragon were carried through the streets, and actors staged the scene in *tableaux vivants* along the procession’s route.³ Besides communicating ideas about disease to the populace, urban processions such as these served a prophylactic purpose, as they helped to calm God’s wrath and dispel dangers such as epidemics and famines. They also conveyed a crucial component of public or group

² The church built in his honour later boasted ‘a natural spring whose water cures all illnesses’. Ibid.
health, namely the negotiation about who exactly was able to represent George and thus assume responsibility for fighting the dragon’s poisonous breath. This was not a simple matter of one polity caring for its subjects. The urban processions express particularly well the complex social connections forged within urban communities and their relations with the urban fabric: city governments, guilds, parishes, confraternities, neighbourhoods and religious orders formed a polycentric order with many overlaps. Governing elites presided over these congregations, occupying paid and unpaid offices, with individuals active in different groups at the same time. These horizontal connections cut through hierarchy and dichotomies of the religious and secular, the public and private.¹

Later observers long regarded such religious responses as characteristic of superstitious attitudes towards public health during the Middle Ages. In contrast to ancient Roman sanitary accomplishments and Early Modernity’s gradual implementation of technological and scientific innovation, medieval cities have been seen as particularly squalid; a proof of their inability to maintain a reasonable degree of public hygiene. When scholars began to study the history of public health from the late nineteenth century on, they emphasised success over the long term, especially after 1800, in improving population health, quality of life and longevity. They saw this as achieved mainly by limiting the spread of infectious diseases through preventative reform such as vaccinations and the treatment of drinking water. These early studies focused on state-level interventions, developments in medical science and the incorporation of medically trained practitioners into governments, and often took the Middle Ages as a negative starting point.² A similar view of linear progression towards modern sophisticated hygienic standards also formed an important part of the western ‘civilising process’, as propagated by sociologist Norbert Elias and his followers.³ Yet recent scholarship on
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¹ M. Prak. Citizens without Nations: Urban Citizenship in Europe and the World, c.1000–1789 (Cambridge, 2018); P. Trio, Volksreligie als spiegel van een stedelijke samenleving: de broederschappen te Gent in de late middeleeuwen (Louvain, 1993); S. Reynolds, Kingdoms and Communities in Western Europe, 900–1300 (Oxford, 1997). Saint George was often also the patron of the urban militias.
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Medieval public health has uncovered a wealth of evidence supporting a rather different picture. In her seminal work on medieval England, Carole Rawcliffe shows that medieval cities were far from indifferent about their collective health. In order to safeguard well-being, sustain social order and preserve spiritual purity, local communities developed a broad range of practices to protect themselves and fight disease, working within the paradigm of humoural medical theory or Galenism.

Guy Geltner argues in Roads to Health that public health practices were much more influential in the political and infrastructural organisation of Italian cities than previously understood, rendering two assumed watersheds in the history of urban health, namely the advent of the Black Death and the institution of health boards, part of a longer and more complex history of negotiating health interests.

This book takes these insights into new territories in multiple ways, with a comparative exploration of how health interests affected the uniquely dense urban network of the Low Countries, and by adopting a biopolitical and spatial-material approach. This study’s main argument is that health interests informed community politics and reveal the importance of the physical world – spaces, infrastructures, flora and fauna – in governing cities. A collective pursuit of a healthy and clean city shaped modes of urban governance and notions of community, while political interests and power relations in their turn informed what communal health entailed and how it ought to be protected. Communal health practices were therefore an integral, but historiographically neglected, aspect of the common good.

I define public health as all efforts to prevent disease and promote health at a population level, shaped by a complex combination of cultural, religious, sociopolitical and material considerations.
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evolving complex of ideas from Greek, Roman, Arabic and later Latin Christian traditions, created views about the workings of the natural world and their impact on the functioning of bodies, both communal and individual. Health, in the Galenic sense, was a form of dynamic balance. It made few distinctions between spiritual and physical health and construed humans as prone to contracting illnesses through exposure to air corrupted by polluted waters and land, excrement and refuse, or by consuming spoiled food. Moreover, at the individual and group level, people prioritised prevention over cure: diet and realising safe and clean living spaces over surgery and other curative procedures. As essentially a theory on balance and synergy of components, each with their distinctive qualities, Galenism also offered political guidelines on how to govern a society in a way that its members thrived in harmony and peace, and what moral conduct benefitted that collective pursuit. At the same time, maintaining health at a group level entailed securing a stable supply of the essentials no community, large or small, could live without: food, water and fuel. And it entailed coordinating its outpourings: where and how waste was disposed, how it sank into urban and surrounding grounds.

Public health was therefore at once more environmental and more spiritual than its twenty-first-century Euro-American counterpart.

Prevention was deeply linked to local material and social contexts, in this case the many cities and towns of the late medieval Low Countries. This urban network was connected by the arms of the major river deltas of the Rhine, Meuse, Schelde and IJssel. Local urban governments stood in continuous negotiation with counts and other noble landlords, and especially other cities. These cities thus in important respects diverged from the independent political bodies of Italian city-states, or the urban communities under a more integrated monarchy, such as in England and France. This gave the region a distinct political profile and ideologies of community, with a more decentralised and negotiated conception of the health and well-being of urban populations. Between the late thirteenth and sixteenth centuries, the Netherlandish urban network underwent a radical transformation. Whereas the vast majority of Europe’s


12 See Chapters 1 and 6.
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inhabitants spent their lives in a rural environment, one in three people in Flanders and Brabant lived in cities around 1350, a proportion that in Holland grew to 44 percent by 1500.14 Both larger metropoles and the many dozens of Netherlandish towns with a few thousand inhabitants generated extensive series of administrative records. These, alongside material remains, allow studying the region’s extensive prophylactic practices in depth.

Based on the foci and subjects that these archival sources convey and the premises of Galenic medical theory, I argue that the pursuit of a healthy city can be divided into four main goals or programs that urban governments developed in order to ensure: 1: well-functioning infrastructures; 2: sufficient and high-quality water and food; 3: organised (but not necessarily centralised) waste disposal; 4: a morally healthy community. These four programs were deeply connected. For instance, a smoothly flowing, navigable river both attested to and provided for the first three goals – and, given the strong religious connotations of water, even all four. The term program opens up several associations. Environmental historians such as Richard Hoffman use it to signify the culturally informed manipulation of and attitudes towards the natural environment and ecosystems. It is moreover central in spatial-material approaches that regard sociopolitical and cultural organisation of society as shaped through practices involving multiple species, spaces, materials and (infra)structures, as discussed in more detail below.15

Various agents participated in communal health programs and tried to steer or influence processes of change, and for different reasons. Local urban governments were one important stakeholder, and definitely one of the most visible ones in terms of written sources. Yet the same sources also reveal other agents pursuing different agendas. This resulted in various clashing or at least incompatible interests. Cities competed with each other to secure food and fuel supplies. Artisans sought the cheapest mode of production and waste disposal, while food traders at times tried to get rid of substandard wares – and the poorest were forced to buy them. Neighbours might have hesitated to contribute to expensive shared facilities such as wells and cesspits, forgot to monitor them or simply lacked the funds to fix things that had broken down. Perceptions of dysfunctionality, as observed by nearby residents or municipal officials, moreover extended towards the social: physical nuisance and disturbance (disease and sin) were highly related and comparable forms of imbalance.
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Urban administrative records also reveal counterforces or shocks to public health programs. Epidemic disease, famines, disasters such as floods, storms and large fires, and political conflicts could all impact public health practices profoundly, at times unintentionally. The horsemen of the apocalypse sometimes affected many parts of the region at once. Such happened in the 1480s, when a plague epidemic swept through the region while an unsuccessful revolt against the newly empowered Maximilian I (1459–1519) brought several cities into crisis.\(^\text{16}\) Other shocks were far more local. For example, after a major fire in 1337, Deventer’s magistrates decided to partially reimburse all inhabitants who rebuilt their houses with stone bricks and roof tiles to make the city safer.\(^\text{17}\) Thus, threats impacted societies and regions at various scales or levels, which levels affected each other.

Health programs, as part of urban sociopolitical negotiations, consistently found expression and justification in a discourse that revolved around the idea of the common good or public interest. The concept in local sources was variously referred to by the terms gheemien oirbair, goet nutscip or profite, bien public or commun, bonum communis, utilitas communis, or res publica. It condoned interventions in the name of preserving peace and order, economic prosperity, safety, piety and civic prestige. It also stimulated debates on the balance between private or corporate and communal or public interests, and the spatiality of the latter. Several historians have noted the adaptation of the common good by competing political entities such as urban magistrates, nobles and guilds. This indicates the need to push back on the rhetoric (but not the term itself) and critically assess whose interests were actually being served by such claims.\(^\text{18}\) However, what has been largely overlooked in the present debate is that concerns for communal health and urban sanitation were integral to the pursuit of the common good. This also makes the concept much more environmental than it often appears in the historiography, where the sociopolitical and legal aspects seem to have been detached from their very practical, tactile material concerns: ships and sluices, wastes and waters, roads and gutters, animals, plants, peat and plague.

Who, then, is our Saint George, slaying the dragon? This study intends to escape an ameliorist view in which the medieval city functions as...
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a hygienic nadir from which things slowly improved. In other words, it resists a dichotomy between a dirty premodern and clean modern era. Yet it also seeks to avoid an uncritical celebration of the accomplishments of fourteenth- and fifteenth-century urban governing elites as altruistic guardians of the city, fighting filth and disease for the greater good. Most importantly, it prioritises material and environmental adaptations to prevent disease over tracing curative medical practices. There is much to learn, indeed, from how individuals and groups perceived and negotiated health risks and sought to secure what they needed for their physical and spiritual well-being. Health-promoting or prophylactic practices revolved around what and who qualified as, to use anthropologist Mary Douglas’ well-known adage, ‘matter out of place’, and who had the power to determine that.19 There was, however, no erasure of dirt; it was part of normalised and regulated urban life, part of an ordered city. Like the rich and the poor, or the dead and the living, the dirty and the clean reinforced one another and hence coexisted in medieval cities. Reconstructing the perceived order and logic behind communal health practices, with its negotiated tasks and responsibilities, is the goal of this book.

New Histories of Health

As more than half of today’s world population lives in cities, governing them in a way that preserves or even improves communal well-being and environmental sustainability will continue to challenge global leadership and local communities alike. The emergence of new epidemic threats and the resurfacing of older ones have underscored the importance of reflecting on how health risks exacerbate socio-economic, political and cultural tensions, and vice versa.20 Moreover, studies on biopolitics (see below) emphasise the deeply political nature of public health and its reach into modes of daily coexistence. Public health policy makers and scholars also increasingly recognise the limitations of a narrow focus on ‘pills and doctors’. They broaden their gaze not only to include laws and education, but especially the benefits of social, financial and spatial interventions changing behaviour and people’s daily routines.21 Furthermore, a growing awareness of a future shaped by
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Environmental pollution, climate change and new pathogens and pandemics is prone to make public health (again) more ecological and spatial in its mindset. Some of these practical interventions, such as sugar taxes, non-smoking areas, green energy initiatives, cycling lanes to reduce car use, or digital monitoring of epidemic spread, are distinctly modern. However, scholars are becoming more conscious that comparable issues of population health in the past were framed in a broadly similar way. This redefinition or broadening thus enables new historical investigations. Although a view of the late medieval city as the apex of disease, chaos and dirt still looms in textbooks and popular culture, the new consensus among specialists is that the history of public health in Europe prior to 1500 can be retold. Preventative health practices existed before and beyond the Euro-American nation state and inquiries can therefore be extended back even to the earliest traces of civilisation. This has been demonstrated in particular by historians of Greek and Roman Antiquity, as well as by archaeologists of medicine, confirming that a lack of written sources does not mean a disinterest in governing health at the communal level. Material culture and conflicts over material structures are also important sources for the present study, as a way to complement and juxtapose evidence from municipal administrative records, which are almost exclusively produced by governing elites.


24 See especially Chapter 4.
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Just as a community strictly regulating and enforcing a ban on murder would not necessarily have to be conceived of as intractably violent, so there is no reason to dismiss as impractical or unrealistic the large amount of (prescriptive) sources attesting prophylactic policies produced by many Netherlandish cities. Several studies have begun to unearth this body of evidence, moving beyond an earlier outright dismissive view of public hygiene in Low Countries’ historiography.25 Key contributions are Peter Poulussen on environmental nuisances in early modern Antwerp; Petra Maclot’s and Werner Pottier’s edited volume on street and domestic sanitation in the same city; Cor Smit’s study on sanitation in Leiden across five centuries; and several case studies on Belgian cities brought together in the proceedings of a conference entitled L’initiative publique des communes en Belgique.26

These publications mainly belong to the first wave of pioneering studies on this subject in the Low Countries from the 1980s. While they are crucial and ground-breaking in outlining the research field, they also tend to draw on recent, modern criteria for health policies and are reluctant to adopt a more historised definition and inclusive view of communal well-being. Poulussen argues that environmental awareness existed in the pre-industrial era, precisely because of municipal interests to protect the population’s

25 Historian and physician Martinus van Andel concluded in 1916 that the ‘unhygienic’ population of the late medieval Netherlands was ‘being reckless, stupid and obstinate to such a degree, that it [... ] frustrated the best efforts to protect it against the imminent dangers’, thus making even well-meant preventative measures ‘of no use’. M. A. van Andel, ‘Plague Regulations in the Netherlands’, Janus, 21 (1916), 410–44, pp. 418, 444.

health, which he confirmed could be found from the earliest extant sources to the end of the Ancien Régime as one of the priorities of urban governance. Yet he also drew rather negative conclusions about the cleanliness of Netherlandish cities, which he asserted commonly had ‘refuse lying everywhere, often malodorous stagnant water in the canals, and horrible fumes rising from the many artisanal workshops’. Indeed, it was in spite of these circumstances that ‘human society could develop’.27 Likewise, Frank Huisman sketched a bleak image of the northern city of Groningen around 1500, with open sewage and roaming animals, and where running water, sanitary facilities and waste collection services ‘were unknown’.28 This was similar to the interpretations by, among others, Jean-Pierre Leguay and André Guillerme, who described a generally abominable state of urban sanitation and (water) pollution in French cities after the fifteenth century.29 In Poulussen’s introduction to ’n Propere tijd, the only edited volume on preindustrial urban sanitation in the Low Countries, he portrayed inhabitants as ‘imprisoned in a closed city’, ‘paralyzed by prejudice and ignorance’ and thus slow to respond to urgent challenges.30 Later in the same volume, Leon Geykens argued that while more research was necessary, the then-available archaeological evidence indicated that Antwerp was ‘one large rubbish dump’.31 By contrast, Petra Maclot stated that the ‘system was probably sufficient for solving problems with waste’, and the ‘situation was rather well under control’. This was, however, when taking into account that ‘the unpleasant aspects were considered less annoying’ by late medieval and early modern citizens. The same citizens did, however, do a better job at recycling than their twentieth-century ancestors.32 These diverging assessments demonstrate that among this group of pioneers the

27 Poulussen, Van burenlast tot milieuhinder, p. 149.